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Abstract: This article analyzes some aeromagnetic filter-
ing techniques for mitigating deceptive geophysical con-
ceptions that may result in a distorted range of geological
information from aeromagnetic data. The implication of
using the aeromagnetic method, data processing, and
enhancement to distinguish sediment-produced anoma-
lies was considered. Two methods to locate buried faults
in aeromagnetic data were compared: Edge and fault
detection were considered using the magnetic contrast
and horizontal gradient methods, whereas rapid depth
estimation was considered using the Euler deconvolution
method and Signum method. The general challenge to
find the magnetic anomaly depth and delineate edges
relies on geophysical filtering techniques discussed in
order to maintain its geological relevance. The mag-
netic-contrast layer model signatures help clarify the
existence of intra-sedimentary faults. The horizontal gra-
dient approach relative to other derivative methods has
better noise stability and fast adaptation to grids without
modifying parameters. However, the Signum transform
(ST) approach offers a more special solution in depth
estimation than the Euler’s deconvolution approach whose
solution relies on the required choice of default shape
parameters and windows. The Euler deconvolution pro-
cedure may not be able to detect structures found by the
ST approach and vice versa. As a result, these techniques
may be used in conjunction with one another during
analysis, as complementary interpretation tools. This
review will however aid in the analysis of information

used as a criterion for determining faults using various
analytical techniques like ST or Euler deconvolution.

Keywords: aeromagnetic, magnetic-contrast, Euler decon-
volution, Signum transform, geophysical techniques

1 Introduction

The aeromagnetic method is focused primarily on the
measurement of the magnetic effect created by differing
concentrations of ferromagnetic materials, such as mag-
netite, in geological structures, which is used to extract
information relating to direction, the gradient of magne-
tization, or the Earth’s magnetic field intensity [1]. The
total magnetic field and or the vertical gradient is usually
measured. The measurement of the magnetic field’s hor-
izontal or vertical component or horizontal gradient can
also be deduced. In order to delineate and estimate the
depth of subsurface structures such as faults, dykes, and
fractures and to map geological characteristics, analysis
and interpretation of aeromagnetic information are essen-
tial [2]. These characteristics are displayed in colorful
geological contour maps, which, if the limitations of the
geophysical method are overlooked, may laterally be inter-
preted as true characteristics [3].

However, during analysis and interpretation, the vari-
ability that controls the varying shapes of an anomaly in
geophysical models is as follows:
• Lateral magnetic contrast
• Distance covered by the contrast boundary
• Vertical extent or the dip
• Observation in flight height
• Contact depth from the Earth’s surface
• The direction of the magnetization vector.

Therefore, the primary focus of this research is the
use of aeromagnetic techniques for the detailed identifi-
cation of shallow subsurface contact lineages. This article
would help in the interpretation of details used as a basis
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for deciding fault using various analytical techniques
such as the ST or Euler deconvolution. The concept
used in this study is to review aeromagnetic processing
methods in order to lessen some misleading geophysical
conceptions during data analysis and processing (e.g.,
incorrect choice of structural index (SI) value can make
Euler deconvolution prone to misleading interpretation)
if some guidelines described in this review are adhered
to.

A review from previous studies shows that the Euler
deconvolution technique was used to determine the
sedimentary thickness and depth to magnetic source at
Northern Bida Basin, Nigeria. The total magnetic inten-
sity (TMI) of magnetic data was reduced to the equator
(RTE) grid and a polynomial filter was added to the RTE
grid for the separation of regional residual. The Euler
depth evaluation for magnetic anomalies and basement
rock varied from 3.083 to 12.6 m using Euler deconvolu-
tion [4]. Osinowo et al. inferred that sedimentary rocks
with a low magnetic response dominated the south-
western region, and intra-sedimentary intrusions are the
most possible source of other high magnetic effects,
which support the presence of oolitic/iron ore or ferrugi-
nous sand stone in the region. In another study, Gaussian
filter and Reduced to Pole at Low Latitude aeromagnetic
data were generated from susceptibility and Analytic
Signal (AS)maps and were used to distinguish crystalline
basement rocks from sedimentary units [5]. The grids of
tilt derivative and its horizontal components at various
upward continuation distances were used to delineate
shallow (900–1,600m) sedimentary structures and deeper
(1.5–43 km) crustal intra-geologic linear structures. The
depth of a potential field from the magnetic source was
estimated using the Euler deconvolution depth weighting
method based on Hilbert transform equations, which use a
magnetic field and its three orthogonal gradients to com-
pute anomaly source location [5].

Aeromagnetic techniques were also used for depth to
magnetic origins in Nigeria’s Nupe Basin. In the study
area, the three sedimentary formations discovered include
sandstone facies, claystone facies, and ooidal ironstones
[6]. Source parameter imaging (SPI) was employed in
estimating the depth to magnetic sources from the observed
total magnetic field intensity. The SPI was computed using
the AS amplitude, local frequency, and phase [6]. Onyishi
and Ugwu et al. used Oasis Montaj and PotentQ software
tools to compare the depth to magnetic source in the Benue
Trough, Nigeria, using both Euler deconvolution and SPI
techniques [7]. The investigations revealed that there was

better agreement at deep depths (SPI: 4409.5 m and
Euler: 4909.3 m) than at shallow depths (SPI: 318.7 m
and Euler: 902.3 m). It was, however, useful to combine
other geophysical survey methods to determine the for-
mations, as shown in refs [7,8] in an analysis of ground-
water assessment in the coastal plain of southwest Nigeria.
Joel et al. combined electrical resistivity imaging with
the aeromagnetic technique to map the hydrogeological
structure. The depth of the magnetic source was also
determined using SPI. The majority of the authors used
Geosoft Oasis Montaj commercial software tools to delineate
edges of buried magnetic bodies and compute sedimentary
thickness from their aeromagnetic data. Some of the tools
in this software were applied to the investigation of deep
magnetic sources identified in sedimentary terrains [9] to
identify long-wavelength signatures on the TMI, while
noise or shallow magnetic sources were identified by
short-wavelength signatures. AS has been used to delineate
the edges of iron ore bodies, near low magnetic latitude,
which occasionally renders map analysis more compli-
cated. The magnetic SPI depth estimates were determined
ranging from 20 to 100m near the surface [9].

The functionalities of popular commercial software
applications can restrict the options of the aeromagnetic
data processing system. The Signum transformation method
is a one-of-a-kind depth estimation method that has yet
to be widely published. The Signum transformation algo-
rithm classifies linear image patterns in potential fields,
identifying the signal’s positive element and calculating
pattern width by finding the largest graved circles in the
region where the signal is positive [10]. The short proces-
sing time and analogy to the findings of the Euler decon-
volution demonstrated the algorithm’s usefulness in the
interpretation of magnetic anomalies. The algorithm was
tested on magnetic data, where the crossover points had
physical meaning; however, it may be useful in any inter-
pretation approach that necessitates the automated cal-
culation of contour data distance [10].

Automatic characterization of sedimentary basin and
its surrounding basement was demonstrated using ampli-
tude-normalized return to the pole (RTP)magnetic data to
improve edge detection; a tilt-angle filter was applied to
the RTP aeromagnetic survey data [11]. Other approaches
for structural characterization of sedimentary basins and
lineaments that have been widely published are discussed.
The findings show how gridded aeromagnetic-field data
can yield geologically viable results that can be used to
constrain the architecture of basins containing magnetic
sedimentary rocks.
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2 General principle of finding
buried materials

Sedimentary strata juxtaposed around faults would show
anomalies to predict the existence of faults that are
deduced by physical variation in magnetic susceptibility,
dip, thickness, and depth of the strata [12]. Aeromagnetic
contour maps could show some linear anomalies in sub-
surface mapping. These contour maps help to connect
fault surfaces and clarify the presence of undefined fault
surfaces. It is worth understanding that magnetized sedi-
mentary layers in physical terms vary from layers of mag-
netic contrast. A sedimentary magnetized stratum has a
susceptibility value that is equivalent to the amount of
magnetic minerals present in the sediment layers [13].
Furthermore, the sedimentary stratum from which the
susceptibility values are extracted has a direct physical
analogy in geology. The magnetic contrast layer is derived
by calculating the positive contribution in susceptibility
between the formation of two magnetic layers positioned
side by side around a fault and assigning the resulting
value to the layer with higher magnetic susceptibility.

The Earth’s magnetic field strength is affected by the
distribution of magnetic materials within it [14]. The
International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) models
are meant to predict the expected value of the magnetic
field of Earth’s that is of internal origin for an epoch period
of five years [15]. Magnetic anomaly results from a com-
parative difference between the measured Earth’s mag-
netic field amplitude and the value expected at that
position:

Magnetic anomaly MA
Measured value MV Expected value EV

( )

= ( ) − ( )

The direction of magnetization is generally affected in
magnetic anomalies, making it difficult to use the raw
magnetic anomaly data to determine accurately the pre-
cise location or geometry [14].

The current version, the 13th generation IGRF-model’s
Gaussian coefficients, represents the low-order terms that
model magnetic field originating from within the core,
using spherical harmonics [16]. When supplied with geo-
detic coordinates of latitude, longitude, and altitude on a
specific date, it calculates expected values of declination,
inclination, north intensity, east intensity, horizontal
intensity, vertical intensity, and total intensity for both
the main field and secular variation [17]. The models used
a simplified approach and accept vertical magnetization
and zero declination. The Earth’s magnetic field includes
short-wavelength components caused by magnetic materials

of exploration interest within the Earth’s crust and long-
wavelength components caused by metallic geo-dynamo
in the Earth’s core, both of which are time varying
[14,18].

3 Aeromagnetic expression of
intra-sedimentary faults

Sedimentary strata are defined as magnetized uniform
deposits of finite thickness that extend laterally to infinity
in geophysical models. However, for geographic horizontal
layers, no matter how strong, the magnetic susceptibility
cannot cause an anomaly. High magnetic susceptibility
alone cannot guarantee that an anomaly will exist. The
key geophysical features that determine the presence of
anomaly at fault were explained in ref. [19]. If two such
layers with different magnetic susceptibilities are placed
next to each other and truncated at a fault toward each
other, an anomaly will be generated by the lateral magnetic
contrast at the juxtaposition boundary [20]. The lateral
magnetic contrast of the layer, the vertical amplitude, jux-
taposed boundary dip, magnetometer observation height
above and depth below the ground will all influence the
geophysical value of the anomaly.

In regional aeromagnetic surveys, rocks and sedi-
ments within sedimentary basins were typically consid-
ered nonmagnetic; however, as more high-resolution
aeromagnetic surveys are flown at low altitudes and
with close line spacing, subtle magnetic anomalies are
increasingly being discovered. Modern magnetometers
can sample every 5 m, meaning it will cycle once every
0.1 s on the field with a resolution of 0.001 nT. Position
errors of less than 2 nT can be achieved with real-time
differential GPS data and preprogrammed flight lines to
increase the spatial precision in a horizontal position to
around 2–3 and 15 m in vertical position. Low-amplitude
and short-wavelengthmagnetic anomalies can be resolved
by using survey designs with close line spacing (<250m)
and low flight elevations (350m) stretched over the field
[21]. As proposed by Gunn et al. [22], close line spacing
(400m) and the use of precision instrumentation would
highlight the relatively small-amplitude anomalies pro-
duced by shallow magnetized sources. Low flight-heights
are recommended to detect accurately the magnetic source
and more coherent anomalies. Data analysis and proces-
sing undertaken would suppress heavy regional gradients
and differentiate the slight sediment-produced anomalies
from the noticeably extreme basement characteristics.
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The hypothetical relationship between the magnetic
anomaly and its associated geology was demonstrated
using a stratigraphic geological model and its corre-
sponding geophysical model, which were designed to
complement each other [20]. The basic magnetic-contrast
layer model signatures associated with intra-sedimentary
faults of four major types were well described. The layers
with no magnetic contrast simply stretched through fault
line without delineation, despite the fact that fault trun-
cated all layer forms.

The general challenge is to find a way to delineate
edges with little or no knowledge about the underlying
magnetic-contrast layer structure. Derivative functions
are commonly used to find edges in aeromagnetic data
[23]. It is based on the behavioral characteristics of the
magnetic field over an ideal, near-vertical, finite, or infi-
nite thickness layer. The reduction to magnetic anomalies
is equivalent to relocating an anomaly to the North Pole,
transforming them to what they would look like if the
anomalies causing bodies were vertically magnetized.
Reduction or RTP was used to improve aeromagnetic
data over north-central Nigeria. The RTP adjustment
improved the placement of the anomaly peaks over the
source to reveal the sedimentary thickness of less than
1 km [24]. The magnetic anomalies are also converted or
reduced to pseudo gravity anomalies. Both data reduc-
tions are accomplished efficiently by converting field
observed data to its frequency domain and applying suf-
ficient filters with terms containing values for inclination
angles, ambient magnetic field declination, and the mag-
netization of the bodies causing anomalies [18].

Another way to delineate edges that are perfectly
suitable for aeromagnetic data is the horizontal gradient
technique [20]. The local horizontal gradient magnitude
(HGM) and maxima of RTP potential field data are used to
estimate the steepest gradient that is correlated with near-
vertical boundaries [25]. The benefits of the horizontal
derivative approach compared with other approaches
based on derivatives are consistency in the presence of
noise and its fast grid adaptation without the need for
additional parameter modification [26].

Longitudinal anomalies are caused by faults in sedi-
mentary basins due to tectonic juxtaposition, serendipi-
tous exposure, or variation in magnetic characteristics
along the fault plane [27,20]. We aim to understand better
the relationship, particularly:
• What is needed to create an aeromagnetic anomaly
from a fault

• How to detect a trace of a hidden fault from an anomaly
• Assessment of fault geometry and displacement from
an anomaly

• The amount of anomaly attributed to topography.

Grauch andHudson. examined the association between
aeromagnetic signatures of fault geometry, juxtaposed
strata, and magnetic features to variations [20]. The
basic signatures associated with intra-sedimentary faults
describing four major model types of the magnetic-con-
trast layer are the following:
1) The truncated-layer structure is defined by only a

single layer that is truncated at fault.
2) The offset layer structure is made up of two offset layers

with equal magnetic susceptibility and thickness.
3) Two offset layers of similar thickness but differing

magnetic susceptibility represent the contrasting-layer
structural model.

4) Two offset layers with a much thicker upper layer but
the same magnetic susceptibility represent the thin-
thick layer model structure.

The magnetic susceptibility contrast Δm as shown in
Figure 1 at a specific depth d and the corresponding
thickness t to a given amplitude of anomaly Tanom at
observation height of h is given by equation (1):

m πT
F

d h t
d h

d h t
d h

Δ tan cot ,anom

0

1 1
1

⎡
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−

(1)

where T T Tanom max min= − .
At a certain depth d, Tanom can be updated using

equation (2) by simply multiplying the ratio of the
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Figure 1: Single truncated layer model adapted from ref. [20].
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magnetic-contrast mΔ by the new value’s proportion new
Tanom in relation to the previous one, Tanom.

m m T
T

New Δ Δ New .anom

anom
= × (2)

For the magnetic contrast layer at depth d with its
fault dipping at an angle α as observed from height h, the
maximum lateral offset loffset of the HGM from fault trace
is given by equation (3):

l α
d α f hf α
0; for 90 ,

cot ; for 0 90 ,offset ⎧
⎨⎩ ( )

=
  = °

+ +   ° < < °∝ ∝

(3)

f 1 sin
cos
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− ∝

∝
∝

The following guidelines were deduced:
• the anomaly would not be observed (even if fault throw
is >500m) if the disparity between juxtaposed layers of
magnet susceptibility is less than 0.2 × 10−3 (SI),

• the anomaly would not be observed if fault throw is
below 10m (even with magnetic susceptibility contrast
up to 3.0 × 10−3 (SI)),

• the aeromagnetic anomaly can be detected for faults
projecting more than 30m to the surface, and

• if the first top magnetic contrasts layer depth is between
100 and 300m, faults will need up to 50–100m for the
throw to be detected.

The use of the thickness contrast needs three signifi-
cant notes:
(1) The graph should not be used to measure the mag-

netic contrast depth of magnetic anomaly. The con-
ventional geophysical methods calculate depth by
the shape of an anomaly rather than its magnitude
[20]. Deep magnetic contrasts produce broad anoma-
lies, while shallow magnetic contrasts produce sharp
and small anomalies because the magnitude of such
an anomaly caused by certain magnetic contrast is
measured by depth.

(2) The thickness of the layer should not be equated with
fault without sufficient magnetic susceptibility and
stratigraphy information.

(3) All local landscapes and stratigraphic layers juxta-
posed with the fault should be taken into account
when estimating magnetic contrasts using field cal-
culation. The use of the horizontal derivative tech-
nique to RTP data often must deal in practice with
the issue of regional magnetic gradients super-
imposed, which modify the structure of the local
aeromagnetic signature. Prior to computing the HGM,
the horizontal gradient window technique should be

used to eliminate the regional trend from such a
sliding window of data.

4 Depth estimation using Euler
deconvolution

The Euler deconvolution is window-based, widely used
for magnetic problems to determine depth estimates along
a potential field profile. Its normal Cartesian implementa-
tion is expressed in equation (4):

x x T
x

y y T
y

z z T
z

N B T ,0 0 0( ) ( ) ( ) ( )−
∂

∂
+ −

∂

∂
+ −

∂

∂
= − (4)

where x y z, ,0 0 0( ) refers to the position of the source,
whose total field T is detected at x y z, ,( ) and B is the
potential field’s regional value.

To maintain its geological relevance, it is important
to ensure that parameters like SI are correctly chosen.
The following principles for design consideration are
based partly on the mathematical theory and partly on
practice. A simple structure with an integer magnetic SI
(Table 1) suitable for the geology and geophysical inter-
pretation problem of the buried source must be assumed
[28,29].

The solution for each window location is limited to
resolving the potential field effect of a single isolated
edge of one restricted range of the SI model [29,30].
The following are multisource solutions developed to
accommodate the impact of various sources on each
window:
(1) The SI for each anomaly can be indirectly calculated

by optimizing the SI value that results in the lowest
local disruption of the computed background value,
B. We should not see the SI as a parameter for tuning
because it has its own geological significance of
source shape. Magnetic SI values that are too high
create exaggerated depths and vice versa. It is also

Table 1: SI value of the basic magnetic field model

SI value Type of a magnetic model

3 Point and spherical sources
2 Vertical and horizontal cylinders, thin-bed fault, line
1 Sills and dyke, a thin prism with large circles
0.5 Contact with a small depth extent
0 Thick sheet edge
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important that there should be a structural edge at
any one x y,( ) spot, such that a single depth solution
has some significance [31].

(2) The area should be correctly sampled without sub-
stantial aliases. If the interval (for example, flight
lines) is too spaced, high-amplitude field data of
shorter wavelength would not be observed. Moreover,
fine interpolation or over-gridding does not add details
to the maps. The grid interval must match both the
problem and data without having to over-grid or
sparingly grid the relevant information. The interval
of the grid should be as wide as possible in order to
better represent the area.

(3) Check whether your gradient information (calculated
or measured) is sufficiently noise-free and represents
the gradient of primary data. The gradients are cal-
culated by empirical methods. While it is possible to
quantify horizontal gradients using finite difference
or splines, vertical derivatives usually involve Fourier
processes. Measurement of the horizontal derivative
must comply with minimal aliases and minimal noise
requirements.

(4) Window size of the deconvolution would need to be
at minimum twice as wide as the actual grid spacing
for grid data, alternatively for line spacing. It should
also be greater than half the depth of the investigated
source. Depths above twice the window dimension
are furthermore unstable [29]. The “thumb rule” for
the actual size of the window is, therefore:
(a) Smallest possible width
(b) More than double the interval of assessed line or

grid data
(c) More than half the investigative depth required.

(5) The always present scattering of false solutions must
be minimized, identified/discarded, and overlooked
by diligent application of clustering parameters and
its reliability criteria. Almost every Euler devolution
algorithm implementation produces sprays of so-called
“false results,” which are attributed to a number of
reasons, including interaction with nearby sources, by
sources laterally distanced from the window. The Euler
deconvolution algorithm involves ways of minimizing
the number of such bogus solutions.

(6) If the program involves an Euler deconvolution algo-
rithm in Cartesian form (more commonly accessible),
the procedure must be implemented using Cartesian
coordinates [29]. Expansion in Fourier occurs natu-
rally by the separation of variables in the Cartesian
space to solve possible field problems. The gradients
derived from the Fourier equation, if applied with

data represented in geographical coordinate would
generate the invalid and deceptive result. Any geo-
graphical data should be re-projected to the Carte-
sian space before computing the Fourier gradient,
or carrying out any Euler deconvolution using stan-
dard implementation so to eliminate distortions and
misleading results.

5 Depth estimation/edge detection
using the Signum approach

Some of the shortcomings of the Euler deconvolution
technique can be improved upon by using the ST dis-
cussed in this section [32]. The ST method can locate
spatial irregularities that can be used to measure the
causative source depth and width. First, the magnetic
anomaly is improved using a simple edge filter transform,
which only maintains signs of irregular fields [10]. The
theoretical edge position will be referred to as the points
at which one derivative of the perceptual fields (or their
functions) changes sign. The Signum-transformed spatial
derivatives help to quickly define those points. The true
source depth and width of the positive plateaus are then
measured using two separate data converted by the Signum:
One is based on the vertical derived while the other is deter-
mined by subtracting the absolute value of the horizontal
gradient from the vertical gradient [10]. The largest circle
radius within positive plateaus was computed using the
automated algorithm. Numerical testing with synthetic
data demonstrated that accurate predictions for target
parameters are given by the Signum method. The vertical
dyke model observed at the magnetic pole z 0= will pre-
sent a magnetic anomaly given as

M A x a
h

x a
h

tan tan ,1 1⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

=
+

−
−− − (5)

where A is the amplitude coefficient, a is half the width of
the dike, and h is depth to the dike’s top.

For any magnetic anomaly M, which could be the
first- or second-order vertical gradient or subtracting
the total horizontal gradient from the first-order vertical
gradient [33] as expressed in equation (5), the zeros
should ideally be at a± ;

M
z

M
z

M
z

M
x

0, 0, 0.
2

2
∂

∂
=

∂

∂
=

∂

∂
−

∂

∂
= (6)

Solving equation (6) for x provides the zero-crossover
points for all three functions.
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For the first-order vertical gradient function, the zero
crossover point is given as

x a h .v
2 2= ± + (7a)

The zero crossover point for the second-order vertical
gradient function is given as

x a a h h a h3
3

2 .vv
4 2 2 4 1 2 2 2( )= + + + −/ (7b)

The zero crossover point for the first-order vertical
gradient minus the total horizontal gradient function is

x h a h2 .vh
2 2= ± − + (7c)

Equations (7a–c) revealed that the deeper the dike
depth “h,” the more the zero-crossover point would shift
from the true edge location. As h tends to zero, all the
three zero-crossover points expressed in equation (7a–c)
converge to a± . The Signum function provides an easy
way to locate the zeros (of equation (6)) and can be
expressed as in equation (8) for which k 0= corresponds
to a well-known sign function

f
f
f

f

k f
ST

, 0,

, 0.
[ ]

⎧

⎨
⎩

∣ ∣=
≠

=

(8)

The ST has just two values, −1 or +1, and the theore-
tical edges correspond to the point where the sign changes
values giving some advantage over other derivative-based
edge detection methods that sort for peaks in the trans-
formed anomalies.

Combining equations (7a) and (7c) result to dike
depth “h” and edge formulae “a” gives:

h x x
x2

,v vh

vh

2 2
=

− (9)

a x h .v
2 2= + (10)

The input parameters for equations (8) and (9) can be
derived from two Signum-transformed anomalies from
two anomaly maps.

If the ST of two derivatives, namely the first and
second derivatives are overlaid, the resulting colors of
the map can be used to resolve magnetic sources that
are in very close neighborhoods. The ST equates to unity
for any function as expressed in equation (8). Different
colors are used to represent the unity values for the func-
tions as illustrated in Figure 2. Lighter blue depicts the
region on the map where ST of the first derivative equates
to unity. The orange color depicts unity value regions of
the second-derivative ST. The region where both the light

blue and orange color overlaps and both functions equate
to unity is represented with the red-colored region.

6 Discussion

Aeromagnetic anomaly data can be obtained and dis-
played as maps for which optimal portrayal of geological
detail such as anomaly can be deduced. This article con-
tributes toward synthesizing the information that can be
used as a reference for analyzing the use of certain
methods in order to minimize any misconceptions or
deceptive geophysical views of results. The use of magne-
tized sedimentary strata was discussed. The magnetized
strata that have susceptibility values that are equivalent
to the amount of magnetic minerals had also been com-
pared with the magnetic contrast layer. This comparison
was used to justify the relationship between both the
magnetic anomaly with its related geology and the strati-
graphic-based model with its equivalent geophysical
model.

As compared to other observable variables resulting
from methods based on derivatives, the horizontal gra-
dient approach using maxima of RTP magnetic data to
delineate edges has the advantages of accuracy in the
presence of noise and rapid grid adaptation without the
need for additional parameters’ adjustment. Generally,
the effect of the variable is determined by the quality of
the data and how it would be processed. Some observed
variables are more difficult to predict and may appear like
nearby anomalies. They could be seen as interference
that could create offsets. The nonplanar regional distur-
bance may result in similar interference. The Terrain

Figure 2: An illustration of the ST’s ability to separate closely spaced
magnetic sources modified after ref. [33].
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effect over the observational surface and the grid interval
may also limit the resolution of detecting detailed fea-
tures on the map. Some sharp corners of three-dimen-
sional geological structures or abnormal or gradational
boundaries that cannot be resolved can also be present
as interference. If the scale of the sample region shrinks,
all of these considerations become more important and
the small quantities of offset they create become more
apparent.

The criteria for the aeromagnetic anomaly to be
visible and hidden fault detected were addressed and
the method on how to assess the geometry and displace-
ment of a fault from an anomaly was considered. To
maintain geological relevance, parameters like the choice
of SI and other principles for design considerations based
on theory and partly on practice were discussed. In order
to preserve geological relevance, criteria such as SI selec-
tion and other design concepts based partly on the theory
experience of writers were discussed. However, some of
the shortcomings of Euler deconvolution techniques were
improved upon using the ST. The positive plateau depth
and width from the source were calculated using the ver-
tical derivative as well as the vertical derivative minus
the absolute value of the horizontal derivative [10]. An
advanced algorithm was used to calculate the radius of
the largest circle contained within the positive plateaus.
The Signummethod provided accurate predictions for the
target parameters when evaluated with synthetic data.

7 Conclusion

Data processing techniques are important to procedures
leading to geologicalmodels and interpretation of anomaly
maps. Without any information about depth, spread,
lateral extension, and vertical extension of underlying
bodies, it is considered to adopt several data processing
techniques in analyzing the general parameters that
could help to understand the nature of the causative
body. However, using both the Signum method and
Euler deconvolution techniques would improve repre-
sentations and greater precision can be obtained, elim-
inating the nonuniqueness of the outcomes in the reverse
problem solution.
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